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S

S National Survey Responses:

S 60% of parents admitted that homework is a struggle
S 50% of parents suffer chronic homework headaches
S 33% of parents did not understand the subject matter
S 25% of parents just too busy to provide help

National Center for Families Learning (NCFL) 2014

Question 1
On average how much time does your child spend working
on homework on a typical weekday?
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90 Minutes or Longer

Question 2
How involved do you find yourself helping your
child with their homework?
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Not at all
Somewhat Involved
Very Involved
I check to see that I check to see if the I have completed I sometimes have I am not sure how
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homework is done homework for my trouble helping my much I should be
homework is done correctly and help child just to get it child because I don’t helping my child
with corrections
done
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Question 3
Can your child complete their homework without your
help or supervision?

0%
39%

13%
39%
9%

Yes, usually.
Yes, always.
Not usually.
Never.
Other.

Question 4
Does your child have organizational problems related to
homework? Check all that apply.
17%

14%
My child does not realize there is a
homework assignment.
My child forgets to write the assignment
down.

14%

24%

My child forgets to bring their books
home.
My child completes homework but forgets
to turn it in or loses track of it.
Other (please specify)

31%

Question 5
My child's general attitude/emotional reaction toward
homework is:
Doesn't mind

Likes homework

Is resentful

Gets easily frustrated

Confused about the assignment

Gives up easily

Worries about it

Other (please specify)

5%
19%

13%
12%

13%
29%

7%

2%

Question 6
I would like specific strategies to help my child do their homework:
Help to motivate my child
check all that apply.

16%
17%

6%

Help with knowing what my role
should be/ when I should step in

16%
16%

Help creating structure to aid in
homework
Help with understanding how much
time my child should spend on
homework
Tips to manage the time spent doing
homework

17%
12%

My child's worries
Other (please specify)

Topics to be covered

S Learning Styles
S Recommended Homework Structure
S Relaxation Techniques & Breaks
S Reinforcement & Motivating Strategies
S Remembering Homework
S Parent Role in Homework

Learning Styles

ü Visual learners prefer visually presented information. They see information in

their “mind’s eye” when trying to remember something. They will learn
better when they read or see the information (vs. just hearing it).

ü If your child is a visual learner, he/she may benefit from visual displays such

as:

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Handouts
Outlines
Diagrams
Charts/graphs/tables
Mind Maps
Photographs
Videos

Effective homework & learning strategies for visual learners:
Making lists and categorizing information
Illustrating ideas in brainstorming bubbles
Visualizing information as a picture
Copying and re-writing information
Using color to highlight main ideas in notes and handouts
Making a visual schedule of homework assignments
ü E.g., from 7:00-7:30 I will do my math homework
ü Previewing homework/reading first by looking at pictures and headings
ü Writing vocabulary words in color on index cards with short definitions
on the back.
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü Auditory learners learn through listening. These
learners learn best through verbal lectures,
discussions, talking things through and listening
to what others have to say.
ü They respond less to written notes and more to
the memory of how they heard the information
and/or repeated it aloud.

ü Effective homework and learning strategies for auditory learners:
ü Making speeches and presentations
ü Reciting out loud things you want to remember (quotes, lists, dates,
etc.)
ü Explaining ideas and concepts to others
ü Have child explain assignment to you; teach you

ü Discussing ideas and concepts in groups
ü Storytelling to demonstrate points
ü Before beginning an assignment, set a specific goal and say it aloud
(e.g., “First, I will complete my math worksheet.”)
ü Reading aloud whenever possible.
ü Read to your child to improve comprehension of written materials.

ü Kinesthetic/tactile learners learn through moving, doing, and
touching.
ü They learn best through a hands-on approach, actively exploring
the physical world around them, and when the learning process is
actively engaging the body.
ü These learners assimilate skills through imitation and practice.

ü Effective homework and learning strategies for kinesthetic learners:
ü Role playing
ü Games
ü Demonstrations, experiments
ü Frequent breaks – build, Legos, physical activity
ü Drawing as a mnemonic aid
ü Highlighting while reading
ü Decorating work space with visual stimuli such as posters
ü Interactive activities
ü Pacing or walking around while reciting information you need to remember
ü Using a squeeze ball or jiggling a foot that is off the floor

ü 15-30 min healthy snack/relaxation break when
child gets home from school
ü On regular school days, homework should be
completed before any TV, screen/electronic time,
game time, etc.
ü Begin with a fun game to warm up their brain

ü Maintain a good sleep schedule
ü Provide a quiet place to do homework; some children may benefit from having
relaxing music on in the background at a low volume
ü Clear area to do homework, with no other items and minimal distractions
ü Can begin with a review of all homework assignments that need to be done,
and ask child to decide which assignment to do 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and so on
ü Often helpful to do assignments which are easier for the child first, then harder
assignments last (what is hard and easy for a child varies by child)

ü Older Children Who Can Complete Homework Independently:
ü Separate into different quiet rooms/areas
ü Review with children they can ask parent for help as needed
ü Parent checks homework after child has completed homework, and asks
child to check work and figure out any needed changes; child then makes
any needed changes

ü Younger Children Who Need Parent Assistance:
ü Stagger homework completion: Set up one child/other children with
an activity, and then have other child complete homework with you

ü Lazy 8 Breathing*
ü Six Sides of Breathing*
ü Movement Breaks*:
ü Child can help parent put things away, push/pull things that need
to be moved, or move a laundry basket/other items to another
room
ü Child can help clean up their toys/things
ü Animal Walks
ü Hug and/or tickle your child
*Cited from: Zones of Regulation by Leah Kuypers

üWhen homework is difficult, anxiety
provoking, or frustrating, children need
positive reinforcers to help them actually
do and get through the homework

ü Many types/ways to do (Examples, See Handouts):
ü Points, checks, happy faces, stars, marbles in a jar, dimes/
nickels/pennies in jar, etc.; select based upon child’s interest
ü For each assignment child completes calmly in a reasonable
amount of time, child earns a point/star/check etc. toward
a larger privilege, which can be earned that day, after
homework is completed

ü Privilege reinforcer varies by age, use age
appropriate reinforcers:

ü Younger children are often highly motivated by extra
“special” time with parents (game, activity, making a meal
together, going to Build a Bear or Dollar Store with parent,
painting nails, Bubble Bath, arts/craft project, etc.)
ü Older children are often motivated by both above, and also
screen time (game app on phone/tablet/Ipad etc., OR
earning TV, computer, Kindle, DS, etc. time)

ü Set a timer, and earn points/stars etc., or privilege time,
towards privileges/reinforcers for completing all homework,
or each homework assignment, within a reasonable amount
of time (if amount of time needed is unclear, ask teacher for time
amounts for different assignments)
ü If using video games/screen time as a reinforcer, limit screen
time (see handout)
ü Usually need to change reinforcer plan and reinforcer
privileges every 1-2 months to keep their interest

ü Add remembering of homework into prior discussed reinforcement
plans:

ü Earn a point/star/check/screen time etc., for remembering to:
write homework down, bring books/materials home, turning in
homework
ü Use specific binders or folders for homework only
ü Contact Teacher and/or Guidance Counselor, to set up a homework
organizational and reinforcement plan, if child continues to: not realize
his/her homework assignments, to forget to bring homework/materials
home, and/or forgets to turn in homework

ü Validate and Activate

ü Parents use their own stress management strategies to stay calm (deep
breaths, counting, go into another room for a few minutes and listen to
music, watch TV, do something to distract self, and parents remind
selves that is helpful to stay calm)
ü Parents calmly validate that the youth is feeling upset/frustrated,
nervous/uncomfortable, and can hug/kiss youth
ü Then, parents calmly and firmly tell the youth that it’s time to use a
strategy or skill to calm down/relax and start/do homework

ü Activate with Prior Relaxation Strategies, Movement
Breaks, and Choice Directions

ü When child is having difficulty learning and/or does not understand
material/directions, parents help child understand material/directions and
how to do homework (particularly with younger children who are not
reading/writing)
ü When child is anxious, frustrated, or upset re: homework, parent implements
Game, Relaxation, Validate/Activate, Choice Direction, and Behavioral/
Reinforcement Strategies to assist child actually do the homework
ü When child understands homework/directions and is calm re: homework,
parent can allow child to complete homework independently, and then
parent can review homework and ask child to check homework and find/
make any needed corrections

Parent Role in Homework

S Provide the answer if your child is getting too frustrated-

important to promote a love of learning, not a distaste for
the subject
S Know when to quit
S Your relationship is more important!

ü Contact Teacher for Guidance When:
ü It is unclear how to do an assignment
ü It is unclear how much to help your child with homework
ü It is unclear how long assignments should take your child to
complete
ü When a child is experiencing a great deal of frustration,
stress, or anxiety and frequently arguing throughout the
majority of all homework, to discuss with the teacher and/or
guidance counselor a home-school behavior plan to assist
child complete homework

ü For youths with moderate to high levels of anxiety/emotional
difficulties, behavioral difficulties, and/or difficulties in learning,
these strategies may not be enough
ü Some youths may benefit from working with tutors and/or counselors
who have expertise in assisting youths with learning, emotional,
behavioral, and/or homework/academic difficulties.
ü Some youths may also benefit from establishing academic supports
and accommodations (504 or IEP plans, home-school behavior plans)
with their school personnel and teachers; whether a child would
benefit from such supports can be determined by following up with
the child’s teachers and guidance counselor.
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